
 “Apple is the world’s largest corporate donor 
to the Global Fund, contributing more than $130 
million as part of its partnership with (RED),” said 
Deborah Dugan, (RED)’s CEO. “Combining the glob-
al reach of the world’s most loved smartphone with 
our efforts to provide access to life-saving ARV med-
ication in sub-Saharan Africa, customers now have 
a remarkable opportunity to make a difference and 
contribute to the Global Fund through the purchase 
of this new beautiful  (PRODUCT)RED iPhone.”
 iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus are the best, most 
advanced iPhones ever, packed with unique innova-
tions that improve all the ways iPhone is used every 
day. Both phones feature the most popular camera in 
the world with advanced camera systems that shoot 
incredible photos and videos day or night, more 
power and performance with the best battery life ever 
in an iPhone, immersive stereo speakers and a wide 
color system from camera to display, all in a water 
and dust resistant design. iPhone comes with iOS 10, 
which brings more expressive and animated ways to

communicate in Messages, new ways to use Siri® 
with your favorite apps, beautifully redesigned 
Maps, Photos, Apple Music® and News, and the 
Home app, which lets you simply and securely 
set up, manage and control your home all in one 
place.
 (RED)’s critical work provides access to 
life-saving HIV/AIDS programs in sub-Saharan 
Africa, which is home to more than two thirds 
of the world’s HIV-positive population. One 
hundred percent of all money raised by (RED) 
goes directly to Global Fund HIV/AIDS grants 
that provide testing, counseling, treatment 
and prevention programs with a specific focus 
on eliminating transmission of the virus from 
moms to their babies. Since it was founded in 
2006, (RED) has generated more than $465 mil-
lion for the Global Fund, with more than $130 
million from Apple alone.

(PRODUCT)RED  

“The effects, filters and amazing new Live Titles we’ve 
designed for Clips let anyone make great-looking, easily 
sharable videos with just a few taps.”
 Clips lets users create multi-clip videos on iP-
hone or iPad without timelines, tracks or complicated 
editing tools. Touch and hold a single button to shoot 
live video and photos, or add them from the Photo 
Library. Then add artistic filters, speech bubbles, shapes 
or emoji. Users can also add full-screen posters with 
animated backgrounds and customizable text. Clips has 
dozens of music soundtracks to choose from, and they 
automatically adjust to match the length of a video.
  With Live Titles in Clips, users can add animat-
ed captions and titles using just their voice. Captions are 
generated automatically as a user speaks, and appear on 
screen perfectly synced with the user’s voice. Users can 
mix and match different styles, and tap any title to 
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The new video clip application 


